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ABSTRACT 

Due to a rapid advancement in the electronic commerce technology, the use of credit cards 

has dramatically increased. As credit card becomes the most popular mode of payment for 

both online as well as regular purchases (offline), cases of fraud associated with it are also 

rising, where people use other people’s credit cards or credit card details to carry out 

fraudulent transactions. In this project, a sequence of operations in credit card transaction 

processing using Python (Jupyter notebook as IDE) was modelled and how it can be used for 

the detection of frauds shown. An algorithm initially trained with the normal behavior of a 

cardholder, reading the dataset of transactions and predicting the outcome of the next 

transactions as fraudulent or valid. Conclusively, this project will help battle credit card 

transactions frauds, stopping or reducing the occurrences of fraudulent transactions through 

credit cards. 
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1.1 Background of The Study 

The credit card and online net banking fraud is an international problem in banking 

domain. In 2014, global fraud accounted for loss of $16.31 billion and this figure is 

increasing day by day as fraudster are developing new analytical techniques to alter the 

normal working behavior of credit card fraud detection system (CCFD). Also, as data is 

increasing in terms of volume, velocity and variability the performance of machine 

learning algorithm is becoming bottleneck. The increase in number of users and online 

transactions has brought heavy workloads to the systems. The size of day to day 

transaction and past historical transactions has increased in recent years. So as to 

overcome this problem we proposed a solution of This project “Design and 

Implementation of Credit Card Fraud Detection System” (CCFD system, using several 

method of anomaly detection and isolation false algorithm, this algorithm will go 

through a dataset of almost 280,000 credit card transaction gotten from kaggle.com, the 

trained isolation will predict if the transaction is valid or fraudulent. 
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1.2 Statement of Problem 

Credit card fraud detection is one of the most explored domains of fraud detection and 

relies on the automatic analysis of recorded transactions to detect fraudulent behavior. 

Furthermore, the problem of credit card fraud detection has many constraints. Here we 

discussed various challenges in credit card fraud detection which are: 

• Non-availability of real data set 

• Unbalanced Data Set 

• Size of the Data Set 

• Determining the appropriate evaluation parameters 

• Dynamic behavior of fraudster 

 

1.3 Aim and Objectives of the Study 

The basic aim of this project to build a machine learning algorithm that will learn a 

dataset containing thousands of transactions, differentiating valid from fraudulent ones, 

there by becoming able to detect future transaction status (valid/fraud) from the learnt 

data.  

The objective of this project are as follows: 

• This project when embedded into a banking or financial online system, will help 

fight scammers who try defraud people through credit card transactions, by 

flagging them as fraudulent. 

• It will learn the way users make transactions with credit cards. 

• It will predict if a transaction is fraudulent or not based on what it has learnt. 

• It will reduce the high rate of fraudulent transactions done through credit cards. 

 

1.4 Significance of the Study 

This project is important and necessary because credit card fraud is increasing 

considerably with the development of modern technology and the global 

superhighways of communication, credit card fraud costs consumers and the financial 

company billions of dollars annually, and fraudsters continuously try to find new rules 

and tactics to commit illegal actions. Thus, fraud detection system has become essential 

for banks and financial institution to minimize their losses, however there is a lack of 

published literature on credit card fraud detection techniques, due to the unavailability 

of credit card transactions dataset for researchers 

 

1.5 Scope of the Study 

Credit-card fraud is increasingly rampant in the recent years for the reason that the 

credit-card is majorly used to request payments by these companies on the internet. 

Therefore, the need to ensure secured transactions for credit-card owners when 

consuming their credit cards to make electronic payments for goods and services 

provided on the internet is a criterion. This Project work is targeted at designing model 

with machine learning algorithm, that will aid in pointing out fraudulent transactions 

from valid ones. 
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1.5 Justification 

This project work is justified by the fact that a secured and trusted banking payment 

system requires high speed verification and authentication mechanisms that let 

legitimate users easy conduct their business, while flagging and detecting suspicious 

transaction attempts by others. Fraud detection has become a vital activity in order to 

decrease the impact of fraudulent transactions on service delivery, costs, and reputation 

of the company.  

 

1.6 Motivation 

This project is motivated by the constant fraudulent activities going on in the banking 

sectors, such as money laundering causing serious loss to affected individuals. 

According to Kount, one of the top five fraud detection consultants revealed by 

opcreditcardprocessors.com in the month of August 2013, 40% of the total financial 

fraud is related to credit card and the loss of amount due to credit card fraud worldwide 

is $5.55 billion. 

 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1  Summary of Literature Review and Knowledge Gap 

This method proves accurate in finding out the fraudulent transactions and minimizing 

the number of false alert. Genetic Algorithm is appropriate in such kind of application 

areas. The use of this algorithm in credit card fraud detection system results in detecting 

or predicting the fraud probably in a very short span of time after the transactions has 

been made.  

This will eventually prevent the banks and customers from great losses and also 

will reduce risks. A real life dataset on credit card transactions is used for our 

evaluation. And we found that, the bagging classifier based on decision three works 

well with this kind of data since it is independent of attribute values. The second feature 

of this novel technique in credit card fraud detection is its ability to handle class 

imbalance. The accuracy of fraud detection needs tobe improved; the reliability of the 

agents needs to be ensured by testing the system on areal bank server to check its 

performance and acceptability. The study resulted in a model, which is used to detect 

abrupt changes in established patterns and recognize typical usage patterns of fraud. 

The credit card fraud detection system was designed to run at the background of 

existing banking software and attempt to discover illegitimate transaction entering on 

real-time basis. This proved to be very efficient method of discovering fraudulent 

transactions. 

 

2.2.1 Problems with Credit Card Fraud Detection 

The system should be able to handle skewed distributions, since only a very small 

percentage of all credit card transactions is fraudulent. There should be a proper means 

to handle the noise. Noise is the errors that is present in the data, for example, incorrect 

dates. This noise in actual data limits the accuracy of generalization that can be 

achieved, irrespective of how extensive the training set is.  Another problem related to 

this field is overlapping data. Many transactions may resemble fraudulent transactions 

when actually they are genuine transactions. The opposite also happens, when a 

fraudulent transaction appears to be genuine.  
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The systems should be able to adapt themselves to new kinds of fraud. Since after a 

while, successful fraud techniques decrease in efficiency due to the fact that they 

become well known because an efficient fraudster always finds a new and inventive 

ways of performing his job. There is a need for good metrics to evaluate the classifier 

system. For example, the overall accuracy is not suited for evaluation on a skewed 

distribution, since even with a very high accuracy; almost all fraudulent transactions 

can be misclassified.  

The system should take care of the amount of money that is being lost due to 

fraud and the amount of money that will be required to detect that fraud. For example, 

no profit is made by stopping a fraudulent transaction that is way lesser than the amount 

of money that will be required to detect it.  

 

3 DISCUSSION 

3.1 Analysis of New System 

This new system of machine learning and regression algorithmic models, explores 

which algorithm and combination of factors provides the most accurate classification of 

a credit-card transaction, determining it as fraudulent or not fraudulent (normal) 

through the following processes: 

 

(i) Data Mining and Data Science 

(ii) Classification 

(iii) Machine Learning 

(iv) Preprocessing:  

 

3.5 Strength of Proposed System 

The proposed system makes use of machine learning algorithm, which once called into 

the financial system, it will work based on the modelled dataset which consist of 

previous transactions helping it to predict future transaction, there is no need for 

patterns or user reports of fraudulent acts as the transaction gets screened before it is 

allowed, declining those deemed as fraudulent. Also, it cannot be easily manipulated 

because there is no easy graphic user interphase, making it safer and more secured. 

 

3.5.1 Algorithm 

The algorithm for building the predictive model is as follows: 

1. Import the dataset 

2. Explore the data in the dataset 

3. Manipulate the data to amount component of credit card data 

4. Model the data into training set using the dim() function 

5. Fit in logistic regression model 

6. Fit in the Decision tree model 

7. End 

The algorithm for general credit card fraud detection, from the modeled dataset is as 

follows: 

1. Read the credit card transaction 

2. Compare the transaction to the modelled dataset 
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3. If the transaction is valid, permit transaction  

4. Else reject transaction and raise alarm 

5. End If 

6. End 
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